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This laminated Visual Language Translator lets you communicate with anyone, regardless of

language. The Kwikpoint International Translator is popular with travelers, tourists and business

people, and contains content for use in many common travel interactions such as communicating

hotel and restaurant needs, getting directions, finding transportation, basic personal needs, common

purchases, requests for assistance, and much more. It is compact enough to fit in most pockets and

the patented hinge-laminated format makes it easy to handle. The 2007 edition includes a quick

reference that uses phonetic spellings to help you say ten essential words and phrases in nine

different languages. Get the Kwikpoint International Translator and get traveling!
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I've used several of the Kwikpoint translators in my travels around the world. They work regardless

of language or literacy. They even work extremely well with the deaf if you (or they) are unable to

sign. From ordering food with consideration of my food allergies to moving my hotel room because

the A/C sounded like a jet plane. I wouldn't travel (even in the US) without them!! They fit easily in

my purse and are always there when I need them! --TravelGirlThe Kwikpoint International Translator

is the single best piece of equipment a traveler can carry with them in a land where they don't the

speak the language fluently. --Avi Z. BrandThe Kwikpoint International Translator is the single best

piece of equipment a traveler can carry with them in a land where they don't the speak the language

fluently. --Avi Z. BrandThe Kwikpoint International Translator is the single best piece of equipment a

traveler can carry with them in a land where they don't the speak the language fluently. --Avi Z.



BrandThe Kwikpoint International Translator is the single best piece of equipment a traveler can

carry with them in a land where they don't the speak the language fluently. --Avi Z. Brand

Alan Stillman, the founder and CEO of Kwikpoint, developed the Kwikpoint concept on a 15,000

mile around-the-world bicycle trip. While in Hungary,he cut out magazine pictures to communicate

his dinner selections. From that simple concept grew a communication device that spans continents

and dialects with ease. Alan and a team of six designers consulted linguists and members of the

diplomatic community to create universally understood icons. The simple device replaces pounds-or

kilos-of language dictionaries and phrase books.

This is just like the other Kwikpoint Translators with the only difference being it has "hello, goodbye,

help" etc. about 5-6 simple words you can get from a website, or pocket phrase book instead of

using this.The graphics of what you point to are the same as what is in other Kwikpoint Translators.

This is a repeat with a different cover. There is nothing new here if you already have other

Kwikipoint Translators. I thought it would have more stuff for shopping, but regular International

Travel Translator already covers what is in this one. Both International Translators cover the same

thing. They just have different covers. That is the only difference.Both have a small amount of

phrases in different languages: French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, German, Russian, Mandarin,

Cantonese and Japanese. The phrases listed are very, very limited. The phrases are: Hello, Please,

Thank You, Yes, No, How much is this? Where is the? Can you help me? Point to it. I don't

understand. That is it. The phrase is in English, a second language and then spelled out

phonetically so you can say the phrase.There is a metric conversion chart which I have an App for

that in my phone. I don't need it on the Kwikpoint. There is a clothing conversion chart so you know

your size in the US, UK and European sizes.

This Kwikpoint Int. Travel Translator is a great help to frequest world traveller like me. I have

backpacked to Mongolia, Latin America,Morroco and many other countries. Even though I do not

speak the local language, I used this picture translator to buy my tickets, ask for directions, what

food I want to order etc. It is of immense help and without it, I would be totally lost. This is even

better than the electronic translator. I had one electronic translator but it is not as useful as this. This

one does not need any battery. It is light, foldable and easy to carry around. A MUST HAVE for all

travellers.



If you can't find it here, do you really need it? A true trip saver for those who go it alone. You may,

however, end up where they just don't have such things. It'll then remind you where you once where

and make you think, "Do I really want to go back?"

I haven't used this overseas yet, but I've looked it over and it seems to be of good quality and have

plenty of useful icons on it that one might not think of offhand. I looked at the various formats and

sizes and after getting this one, I think it's a good choice for me. The language stuff is very limited,

as one would expect, but I will feel much more confident the next time I'm in a non-english-speaking

land.

Fantastic tool to manage in different countries without knowing the language. All bunch of

pictograms that will help you to communicate anywhere you can think of.

Going somewhere where you don't speak the language? This is a must have!!! My husband travels

to China and Japan and doesn't speak the language. This pamplet is a lifesaver.

Very handy and perfect size to carry with you while you travel. Has pictures of everything you could

possibly think of and need when traveling. Commonly needed words and phrases in many

languages are also included. About the size of a notecard when folded up.

overly priced and didn't use it on my trip to Korea at all...actually most people in Asia, especially the

young generation speak English now.
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